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1. What does the reader learn about the Proctors' marriage through a mismatch between what John Proctor does before he sees his wife and when he talks to her? John comes into the house, tastes the stew and adds seasonings. At dinner he complements her seasonings of food. This lie
shows how he has a hard time with Elizabeth, but also that he will not be open and honest with her. There is an obvious barrier between them that is demonstrated on the first few pages of this act. Some students may argue that this early action by John establishes that he loves his wife and
tries to please her, but Elizabeth remains separated from him. It looks somewhat aside or taken off. This distance is obviously due to John's infidelity. Don't use plagiarism sources. Get a custom essay on the Crucible Act II Study Guide from just $13.9/Page 2. How did Miller use the dialogue
effectively in the first two pages of this scene to show the gap between the pair? There is no flow to the conversation at first. Everyone makes statements and the other responds, but there is no conversation. The cold they feel towards each other comes into this forced dinner dialogue.3
When Proctor kisses his wife, what does her reaction show about her feelings? Miller writes: She gets it. Elizabeth does not return the affection; she allows herself to kiss. This action demonstrates their s wavedness and lack of intimacy4. What about his internal conflict is evidenced by
Proctor's indecision to go to Salem? Although he would like to clarify the hysteria about witchcraft, he does not want to attack Abigail. The reason may be that he still has feelings for Abigail and/or the reason may be that he does not want his adultery to go to court.5 Explain the ironic
ultimatum that the head of the court gave to those arrested. The accused must plead guilty or die. If they claim to be innocent, they die. If they claim to be guilty, they live. Thus, ironically, they are punished for telling the truth, but are rewarded for lying.6 Explain Proctor's quote: If a girl is
now a saint, I think it's not easy to prove that she's a fraud, and the city went so stupid. The city's opinion of Abigail is so high that anyone who agrees with her is considered morally correct, but anyone who speaks out against her is considered evil. Proctor says it will be hard for everyone to
prove Abigail wrong, and the whole city has been deceived while he knows the truth.7 What lies does Elizabeth notice what Proctor said? How does this fuel her current suspicions? Proctor mentions that he was alone with Abigail at Parris' house. He had previously told Elizabeth that he
and Abigail were in a group of people. In her opinion, this confirms her suspicions that Proctor still has feelings for Abigail8. What gift does Mary Warren give Elizabeth? A what her do it and give it Elizabeth an omen? Mary Warren gives Elizabeth a poppet of what she did while sitting on a
bench in court. Since poppets, or dolls, were tools used in voodoo to bewitched others, the presence of poppets in the Proctors' house can be used as evidence that one of them is a witch.9 How does Mary Warren save herself from flogging? Who, according to Elizabeth, accused her of
witchcraft and why? Mary says someone accused Elizabeth of witchcraft in court, and it was Mary who came to Mrs. Proctor's defense. We all have to love each other now, Goody Proctor, really a threat. She lets Elizabeth know that if the Proctors don't give Mary freedom, she won't be able
to protect her any more. Elizabeth believes it was Abigail who accused her of marrying widowed John as soon as Elizabeth disappeared.10 What is Hale's motivation to visit the Proctors to tell the audience about his personality? He explains that he does not exist on the court business; he is
looking to get a clearer picture of those who are accused. It shows that he is a free-washed man. Although the court shares a common purpose, it is not a servant of the court or an envoy. He also suggests to the audience that he will be more careful in what he takes as true, and more
willing than the court to explore all sides of the issue.11 How does Hale doubt John Proctor's religious power? Hale doubts John's rare visit to the church, his disrespect for Parris and his refusal to baptize his third son.12 Explain how Hale checks Proctor's faith in God, as well as the irony in
how Proctor failed Hale's test. Hale asks Proctor to read the Ten Commandments. John for a moment forgets the commandment he broke: You must not commit adultery. 13. Explain Hale's quote, Man, remember, until an hour before the devil fell, God did not think he was beautiful in
heaven. Anyone is capable of evil, despite his past good behavior. Even Rebecca, who Hale believes is above suspicion, is presumably on the same side as Satan.14 Explain Francis's metaphor: My wife is the brick and mortar of the church. Rebecca is compared to the foundation of the
church; therefore, it is very important to the church community. The good soul Hale heard in Beverly is respected and vital to the congregation in Salem15. What evidence does Cever v. Elizabeth have? He finds a poppet, which Abigail claims elizabeth uses for voodoo.16 If Mary contradicts
Abigail, how does she charge Abigail with a cold kill? If Abigail is lying, the only reason is that she wants Elizabeth to be found guilty and sentenced to death. So Abigail tried to kill the others with this lie.17 How is Hale a broken minister? Proctor interprets the absence From Hale to means
he believes in the trial and is willing to allow innocent people to be convicted.18 Explain the claim Proctor makes to Mary Warren at the end of the scene alone and her significant response to his threat. Proctor tells Mary that she will testify against Abigail, or he will bring her guts through her
mouth. Mary replies that Abigail will accuse Proctor of debauchery if he goes to court, revealing that Mary has known about the case for some time and knows that Abigail is ready to use it against Proctor.19 Who are the two dynamic characters in this scene and show their change. Mary
Warren mouse no more. She is subject to Act I and dared in this scene. Reverend Hale is confident in his resolution to ferret out witches in Act I, but by the end of this scene, and most notably the arrest of Rebecca Nurse, he questions the motives of the accusers and suspects that revenge,
not Satan, controls the madness of the city.20 How are golden candlesticks symbolic of Parris's personality? Parris is not satisfied with lead candlesticks, which would symbolize a puritanical injunction against vanity. He wants golden candlesticks just as he wants more money and a fine
church. As a former businessman, Parris is more concerned with money than religious issues.21 How is poppet a symbol of Abigail's control over society? Abigail was able to bend and control the city as much as she could the doll. The idea that the doll is a kind of voodoo doll further adds
to the comparison, since the voodoo doll curses the alleged victim, as she did in court. Crucible Act II, Scene 2 Questions and Answers ... The crucible of homework help matters. Consider what a good name means to some of The Crucible characters. The importance of having a good
name is emphasized throughout this play, and ... Crucible Law 2 Matters - Videos and Lesson Transcript... This lesson contains questions from the act 2 of Arthur Miller's play The Crucible. These issues are aimed at helping students achieve a better understanding of the act and will be
organized ... Crucible Law 1 Issues - Videos and Lesson Transcript... This lesson gives questions for the act 1 of Arthur Miller's play The Crucible. The questions cover all levels of thinking, from simple recall questions to complex topics that require higher... Crucible Questions and Answers
- eNotes.com Crucible Questions and Answers - Discover eNotes.com community of teachers, mentors and students like you who can answer any question you might have on Crucible Crucible questions and answers and questions that will be included in the Facebook Crucible questions
and answers sections of our research guide are a great resource resource to ask questions, find answers, and... ACT 1 Labor - ProProfs quiz Crucible is very interesting The first act takes place in the house of the reverend guy who thinks the world is against him. What do you remember
from this act of play? Take this simple quiz and see what score you get. All the best as you keep reading it. GradeSaver Crucible Law of Crucible. The question and answer section for Crucible is a great resource to ask questions, find answers, and discuss a novel. Crucible Act Iv
Vocabulary Practice Sheets ... Crucible Act Iv Dictionary Stock Practice. Displaying the top 8 sheets in the category - Crucible Law Iv Vocabulary practice. Some of the sheets displayed a sample prestwick houseactivity package, a teacher's pet publications litplan teacher pack for, a crucible
of Arthur miller, a crucible act 3 text, a crucible of answers to package questions, a guide for students and parents, Louisiana... Flash cards Crucible Characters quiz start exploring Crucible characters. Learn vocabulary, terms, and more with flash cards, games, and other learning tools.
When writing paper, I use italics for all titles... On the APA-style help page, the rules for titles are slightly different. In short, the name that can be played in the body of the document will also be displayed on the reference page. However, the name you place in quotes in the body of the paper
(such as the title of an article in a magazine) will be written in the usual inscription and will not be in quotes. Crucible Act II, Scene 2 Issues and ... Next: Act II, Scene 3 Of the Kvest...... What is the relationship between Abigail and John Proctor in Arthur Miller's Crucible? The short answer to
your question is that Abigail Williams and John Proctor are former lovers. Crucible Law 2 Matters - Videos and Lesson... This lesson contains questions from the act 2 of Arthur Miller's play The Crucible. These issues are aimed at helping students achieve a better understanding of the act
and will be organized ... Crucible Law II, Scene 1 Questions and Answers - eNotes.com Next:Act II, Scene 2 Of the Kvest...... What is the relationship between Abigail and John Proctor in Arthur Miller's Crucible? The short answer to your question is that Abigail Williams and John Proctor are
former lovers. Crucible Law 1 Matters - Videos and Lesson... This lesson gives questions for the act 1 of Arthur Miller's play The Crucible. The questions cover all levels of thinking, from simple recall questions to complex topics that require higher... Crucible Act 2 Research Guide
Flashcards At the beginning of Act Two John Proctor says, It's still winter. Why does this have to do with... Hale visits the Proctors to check out the Christian character of the house. Crucible Questions and Answers - eNotes.com Crucible Questions and Answers - Discover eNotes.com
teachers, mentors and students like you who can answer any question you might have on Crucible Crucible Act 2 Flashcards quiz questions and answers to Crucible-Act 2. Enjoy (: Learn with flash cards, games and more - for free. Crucible questions and answers Translation missing:
en.novel.description ... Log up to Facebook Crucible questions and answers questions and answers sections of our tutorials are an excellent resource to ask questions, find answers, and discuss literature. Crucible Act 2 Matters - StudyBlue Study 13 Crucible Act 2 Flash Card Issues from
Thya. StudyBlue. ACT 1 The Crucible - ProProfs quiz Crucible is very interesting to read. The first act takes place in the house of the reverend guy who thinks the world is against him. What do you remember from this act of play? Act II The Crucible Guide to Exploring Issues - English Iii
with Lowry... Study 14 of Act II. ... Act Ii Labor Guide to Study Issues. Get a free app. Get a free app. Get... Crucible act 2 discussion of questions and answers ... Law on crucible Two Resumes and Analysis (en)... Crucible questions and answers. The question and answer section for
Crucible is a great resource to ask questions, find answers, and discuss a novel. CRUCIBLE ACT 2 Issues for Understanding and Analysis... CRUCIBLE ACT 2 Key Insights and Analysis. Furnace... CRUCIBLE Final multiple choice test and short answer. Crucible Act Iv Vocabulary Practice
Sheets ... Crucible Act Iv Dictionary Stock Practice. Displaying the top 8 sheets in the category - Crucible Law Iv Vocabulary practice. Some of the sheets displayed a sample of the prestwick houseactivity package, the Teachers pet publications litplan teacher pack for, the crucible of Arthur
miller, the crucible of act 3 text, the crucible of the answers to the package ... Crucible ACT II Test - ProProfs quiz 25 January 2019 ... In Crucible Act two we get to see John and Elizabeth coming to see that the trials that are being held in Salem ... FAQ... 2. First, Mary Warren enjoys her
role in court because she... A. Flash cards Crucible Characters quiz to start exploring Crucible characters. Learn vocabulary, terms, and more with flash cards, games, and other learning tools. 3 Ways to Melt Aluminum - wikiHow 29/03/2019 How to melt aluminum. Aluminium is one of the
most commonly used metals in modern production. Its durability and plasticity make it the ideal material for several functions. Because of this, aluminum is a large metal for DIY forging. With... SparkNotes: Crucible: Act II Summary act II in Arthur Miller's Crucible. ... Hale continues to ask
questions about Proctor's Christian character... Take The Law 2 Fast quiz. 1 2 ... ... the crucible study guide answers act 2. the crucible act 2 scene 1 study guide answers. the crucible study guide answers act 1 and 2. the crucible lesson 4 handout 10 study guide act 2 answers. the crucible
act 2 scene 1 study guide questions and answers
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